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Clear thinking 
revealed

VitrA Essentials

A new expression of the modern bathroom that 

perfects both the performance of each function and 

the visual appearance. The result is the enrichment 

of the expressive potential of the bathroom, enabling 

personalization and the creation of a deeply 

satisfying space. Authentic design and functionality 

are connected in one collection. 

All the well-thought details that make the Frame 

collection unique are at the forefront. With a colour 

chart composed of black, white-oak and beige and 

modern design language of thin edges and sleek 

lines, this enables users to express their style 

in the bathroom area.

Frame
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Frame VitrA Essentials



Controlled with simple hand gestures, the LED 

lighting option of Frame furniture creates 

a warm and appealing bathroom atmosphere.

This practical application of advanced technology 

subtly enhances the modernity of the space.

VitrA EssentialsFrame

Illuminating 
ambiance
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Eye-catching  
details and 
enduring colours

The washbasin cabinet has a lacquered 

surface and thermoform front with a natural 

wooden pattern, creating a cosy living 

room atmosphere in the bathroom. Frame 

bathroom furniture has stain, dust and 

scratch resistant “soft-touch” technology  

and offers black, white-oak and taupe 

colour options to appeal to all tastes.  

While Frame creates an unconventional 

bathroom space it does so with 

an appealing sense of comfort.

VitrA EssentialsFrame
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11The stunning design of Sento Collection is both 

charming and practical, meeting the individual needs  

of each bathroom. Sento’s various modules present 

diverse and exclusive solutions for every bathroom 

to make them cozier and tidier. The collection offers 

various colours and forms for different tastes and 

preferences. Both mirror cabinets and standard  

mirrors offer an LED illumination feature.

VitrA EssentialsSento

Common sense
uncommon bathroom
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VitrA EssentialsSento

Creating  
ease & beauty
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The tall unit is designed with functionality in mind 

with shelves for storage, a laundry basket and 

power socket and also features a special area 

for storing personal care products. The tall unit 

is suitable for storing different size of cleaning 

materials. It prevents building-up of humidity with 

interior vents providing effective ventilation.

With open and closed alternatives for storage 

areas, mid-units offer a compact and convenient 

bathroom solution. The washing machine unit also 

has a closed cabinet including an integrated laundry 

basket and a shelf for storing cleaning materials. 

The elegant upper unit provides extra storage with 

its drawer and shelf details.
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VitrA EssentialsSento
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VitrA EssentialsSento

Compact 
solutions

The collection offers a large range  

of products with suitable solutions  

for smaller areas. The washbasin unit 

is also available in a compact form, 

suitable for smaller bathrooms yet still 

providing extra storage. 
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18 19Valarte is created by enriching  

the timeless attraction of classic 

design with excellent complementary 

accessories and functions designed  

for modern needs.

VitrA EssentialsValarte

Timeless
attraction
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Masterful blend

VitrA EssentialsValarte
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Valarte combines modern and classic aesthetics 

and offers functional solutions with open and closed 

storage options. With its wide product range and 

3 different colour options, it enables an elegant 

bathroom design. Valarte’s wood bathtub panels 

make it compatible with various styles of bathroom 

furniture.

Valarte offers a wide selection of washbasins 

ranging from 58 cm countertops to 65-80-100 cm 

vanity washbasins with optional metal pedestals. 

In addition to standard sized cabinet options, 

Valarte offers mid and open units that can be mixed 

and matched. The top cabinet takes advantage 

of unused space in your bathroom creating extra 

storage space.



VitrA EssentialsValarte

The harmonious classical lines and wooden 

toilet seat covers of Valarte WC pans are 

complemented by the easy-to-clean and 

hygienic Rim-ex toilet bowl.

A modern solution
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VitrA EssentialsIntegra

Spacious
bathrooms

Integra collection simplifi es everyday  
rituals and brings comfort to the bathroom.  

Designed to fi t any size of bathroom,  
the collection provides space-saving  

storage areas with style.
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VitrA Essentials

Smart
solutions

Integra includes a wide range of products  

for different bathrooms. 

Washbasin and tall unit alternatives provide 

fl exible and adaptable storage solutions for small 
spaces. Functional attributes include a laundry 

basket inside tall unit for effective use of small 

spaces.

Another Integra bathroom solution is the double 

washbasin alternative for large families.

Integra
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29Developed from the search for a new design language 

to explore deeper connections in bathroom rituals.  

The result is a more coherent interaction of functions 

and more spontaneous use of space. 

Memoria Elements opens the door to brand new and 

impressive combinations. The collection defi nes  
the bathroom as a new room and creates fl exible 
bathroom scenario for modern lifestyles.

VitrA EssentialsMemoria Elements

Spontaneous
use of space



VitrA EssentialsMemoria Elements

New multi-function designs in Memoria Elements 

save space and create new user experiences. 

Even the bench is not just furniture but  

a storage unit as well.

Combining
functions
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VitrA Essentials

Memoria Elements swivel cabinet offers 360-degree 

freedom of use an integrated mirror and a convenient 

bar for hanging clothes. 

Elegant pieces maintain the modern and aesthetic 

design line of VitrA’s bathroom furniture featuring 

units such as side tables with storage functions, 

mirror cabinets with lighting, and extra open and 

closed storage areas to maximise space utility.

Saving
space

Memoria Elements
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3535

VitrA Essentials

The seamless technical solutions of Memoria 

shower column, makes the shower area

an integrated, lean and aesthetic part 

of the bathroom space.

Chasing
innovation

Memoria
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37Designed in collaboration with German design studio 

NOA, the curved lines and deep basin lend a simplistic 

and beautiful bathroom collection. The wide variety 

of washbasins allows stylish bathrooms in every size 

and design.

VitrA EssentialsShift

Simply
functional
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39A simple design shaped with round lines presents 

an attractive bathroom feature.

Outline washbasins created with durable cerafi ne 
material offer exciting design freedom. Modern, 

authentic and charming, Outline washbasins come 

in 5 different forms – TV, oval, square, pebble and round, 

and in 5 colours – matte black, matte mink, matte taupe, 

matte white, and white

VitrA EssentialsOutline Bowls

Ceramic
virtuosity
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VitrA EssentialsOutline Bowls



43The innovative and modern design of Frame gives 

a striking new look to washbasin collection. Frame 

countertop washbasins stand out with their geometric 

form and fi ne design.

These washbasins are available in 5 distinct forms and 

4 colours – matte white, white, black and matte black. 

Alternatives with and without faucet area combine 

functional aesthetics with different usage options.

VitrA EssentialsFrame Bowls

Refi ned
minimalism
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VitrA EssentialsFrame Bowls
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47Nuo washbasins have elegant, functional and 

minimalist lines. All Nuo washbasins have been 

redesigned for a more modern look and provide 

precisely the right combination of depth, shape and 

inclination to promote the maximum fl ow of water  
to the waste area. This prevents build-up of residue 

on the bowl surface making it easier to keep clean. 

VitrA EssentialsNuo 

Natural
simplicity
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49Geo washbasins have been redesigned for a better 

functionality keeping the original forms. Oval and 

rectangular forms revive with Geo washbasins. With 

geometric lines, Geo washbasins adapt to each and 

every bathroom

VitrA EssentialsGeo

Geometric
harmony
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51VitrA Pattern enables printing unique designs on acrylic 

shower trays. That can be a requested pattern of 

a project, a ready pattern of VitrA tiles or a pattern which 

is custom design. It can be applied on a zero surface 

or a fl at shower tray. VitrA Pattern, providing freedom 
of creation for designers with its rich size and pattern 

options, combines hygienic characteristics of acrylic 

with resistance and durability of digital UV printing 

technology.

VitrA EssentialsVitra Pattern

The ultimate
integrity
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53Origin shower system with massage function brings 

minimal and modern design to bathroom. It provides 

ease of use with a hidden rack and ease of cleaning 

with its glass body. Massage jets and head shower 

with rain-water fl ow offer joy and comfort.  White, 
black, taupe colour options bring compliance  

to every bathroom.

VitrA EssentialsOrigin Shower Systems

Simply
fulfi lling
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V-Stone shower trays that are produced from solid 

stone material carry sense and appearance of natural 

stone to your shower area with its textured surface. 

V-Stone has Taupe, Anthracite, Grey and White colour 

alternatives and syphon covers with matching colours. 

Size options include; 90x90 cm, 120x90 cm, 140x90 cm, 

100x80 cm, 120x80 cm and 140x80 cm. 

VitrA EssentialsV-Stone

Refl ections
of nature
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574 Life Cocoon bathtub, stands out with its unique 

design. This elegant bathtub can be equipped with 

hydro-massage function for an additional pleasure.

VitrA Essentials4 Life Cocoon

Natural
elegance
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59Vetro control panel provides colour harmony with 

ceramic products in bathroom such as WC pan and 

washbasin with its black, white, taupe and mink colour 

alternatives. It brings a new breath for bathrooms with 

its glass material. Thanks to its mechanic operating 

mechanism and two different buttons, it provides  

water-saving by presenting water usage options 

in small and large volume. 

VitrA EssentialsVetro Control Panel

Minimalist
design
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Vitrus Glass Cistern stands out with its elegant design 

and offers an alternative solution for stylish bathrooms. 

Vitrus is easy to install and its large cover opening 

provides ease of maintenance, with black and white 

colour alternatives.

VitrA EssentialsVitrus

Innovative
glass design 
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63The elegant lines, fi ne details and beauty of these 
accessories by Sebastian Conran set this collection 

apart, as does its wide product range. Each element  

of the collection can stand alone as a centrepiece 

or interact with others to create a bathroom ensemble.

VitrA EssentialsEternity

Delicate elegance
of luxury
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VitrA Turkey - Headquarter

Eczacıbaşı Building Products Co.
Büyükdere Cad. Ali Kaya Sok. No: 5
Levent 34394 İstanbul
Phone: +(90 212) 350 80 00
Fax: +(90 212) 350 84 45
www.vitra.com.tr

VitrA Germany

VitrA Bad GmbH

Agrippinawerft 24,
50678 Cologne, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 221 / 27 73 68-0
Fax: +49 (0) 221 / 27 73 68-500
www.vitra-bad.de

VitrA France

VitrA Bad GmbH

Z.I. Le Poirier - CS 80019
F - 28132 Nogent Le Roi CEDEX
Phone: +33 (0) 2 37 38 69 90
Fax: +33 (0)2 37 51 43 94
www.vitra-bad.fr

VitrA UK

VitrA UK Ltd.
Park 34 Collet Way,
Didcot Oxon Ox11 7WB, UK
Phone: +(44 1235) 750 990
Fax: +(44 1235) 750 985
www.vitra.co.uk

VitrA Russia

Eczacıbaşı Building Products LLC
9, Varshavskoe Highway, Bldg.1
Danilovskaya Manufactory
Block ‘Sitsevy’, 4 Entr., 1st Floor
Moscow 117105 Russia
Tel.:    007 (495) 221 76 11 (ext. 1101)
www.vitra-russia.ru

VitrA India

Representative Offi ce-India
B-102, Durolite House, Opp. SAB TV
Building, New Link Road, Andheri (West),
Mumbai 400053 India
Phone: +(91) 22-6708 5000
www.vitraglobal.com

VitrA UAE

Representative Offi ce-UAE
Jumeirah Business Centre 5
Unit 1006 Dubai, UAE
Phone: +(971) 52-276-7386
Fax: +(971) 4-457 2467
www.vitraglobal.com

Other Regions

Eczacıbaşı Building Products Co.
Büyükdere Cad. Ali Kaya Sok. No: 5
Levent 34394 İstanbul
Phone: +(90 212) 350 80 00
Fax: +(90 212) 350 84 45
www.vitraglobal.com
Please contact: export@vitra.com.tr




